
266 Casio graphing and scientific calculators.

Powerful graphing calc
for intermediate grades
Casio FX-7400G. Designed with the precalculus
student in mind. The keyboard is simpler-advanced
functions have been moved to icon selection on the
screen. The display is over 10% larger; letters and
numbers are easier to read, making graphs look
smoother and text easier to read. Math functions for
intermediate grades are emphasized-enhanced
fraction operations, basic algebraic and trig functions.
Also includes one and two -variable statistics. 8K
memory. 9 -digit mantissa, 2 -digit exponent. Requires
2 "W" batteries.
65-809 49.99

How Would a Classroom Teacher
Design a Calculator? Casio Knows!
3 -color display makes complex
math and graphing concepts
easier to understand
Casio CFX-9850Plus. Graphs can be shown in different
colors, and inequalities are automatically shaded for better
understanding. The icon menu makes it easy to find the
functions you need. The keyboard is simpler and less clut-
tered, so the many features of this powerful scientific calcu-
lator do not become overwhelming. List -based statistics let
students draw multiple regression curves over the same
scatter plot to find the best fit. For business majors, there
are powerful business and financial functions, plus ad-
vanced statistical operations including 9 hypothesis testing
features and 6 confidence interval functions. A CONICS fea-
ture draws and analyzes standard conic sections (ellipses,
hyperbolas, circles and parabolas). Students can trace along
the curve or solve to find points and values of interest like
foci, asymptotes, directrix, tangent, slope and more. Using
the background feature, students can compare conic with
the graphs of functions drawn in other modes. Recuires 4
"MA" batteries. 65-811 99.99

580-60 Unit -to -unit transfer cable. Lets you trans er data
from one CFX-9850Plus to another. RSU 10038123 19.99

FA -122 Programlink computer interface. Use with both IBM-
compatible computers and Apple Macintosh computers. ncludes
cable, software. RSU 12022026 99.99

Scientific calc shows
fractions as they
appear in textbooks
Casio FX-65. Fractions a'e dis-
played in fractional format with the
numerator above the denominator.
Students work directly with toe for-
mat they're used to writing and see-
ing in texts, so it's easier for them to
concentrate on the mathematical
concepts involved. Handles integer

math. Fraction operations include mixed and improper frac-
tions, integer division showing quotient and remainder. Pi
value is displayed symbolically as 7r in fractions. Scientific
functions include trig functions and 1 -variable statistics.
Dual -powered. 65-530 19.99

Entry-level
scientific calc
with fractions
Casio FX-280. Students enter and
work with fractions in trad.tional
calculator format. Operations in-
clude working with mixed and im-
proper fractions. Color -coded
keyboard assists students in learn-
ing the fundamentals of calculator
operation. A simple, uncluttered key-
board makes this ideal as a

"starter" scientific calc. Trig and single -variable statistics.
Dual -powered. 65-823 14.99

Casio's commitment to
education is clearly evident in
its line of scientific calculators
Casio asked classroom math teachers what

features they wanted in scientific calculators,

then built the calculators to match. The

influence of classroom teachers is seen in

simpler, less cluttered keyboards of the

student models, in the color graphing

calculator that makes it easier to follow

separate traces of superimposed graphs, in

"true fraction" displays and much more.

Throughout the whole line, emphasis has

been placed on creating educational took

that make learning math concepts

easier to teach and easier to learn.

Glossary of Terms
List -Based Statistics. Data items used in cer-
tain statistical operations are presented in a list
format, so the user can view more than one item
at a time. By performing math operations on lists,
new lists can be created.

Mantissa/Exponent.
See Scientific Notation below.

Scientific Notation. Scientists and engineers
often have to deal with numbers that are too big
or too little to be handled by ordinary calculators.
Scientific calculators manage such situations by
splitting larger numbers into two parts. The
mantissa portion holds significant digits, the
exponent portion tells you how many places to
move the decimal.

For example, 15,863,100,000,000 would be
shortened to 1.58632x1013 in scientific notation.
2.58632 is the mantissa, 13 the exponent.

True Fractions. Fractions are displayed in the
fraction format with numerator above denomina-
tor. Students work directly with the form they're
used to seeing in texts and the classroom. They
find it easier to concentrate on the mathematical
concepts being taught.

Symbolic Manipulation. Mathematical sym-
bols like it and E appear on calculator displays
just the way they are written in textbooks and on
classroom blackboards.

Dynamic Geometric Functions. Applies to
graphing calculators-the user can easily enter
new variables to redraw a graph without having
to re-enter the whole formula.

Visit Casio's website for more detail about the above scientific calculators-http://www.casio.comicalculators.
Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RachoShack Unlimited', or see our selection of prod tots at RadioShack.corn. Shipping and pricing information on page 395


